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Abstract
One of the open issues in Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is how to automatically transform

the Platform Independent Model (PIM) over the Platform Specific Model (PSM) into source code
- currently this is only possible for a few domains using UML profiles, but the major goal is to
minimize the required interaction by the programmer / designer at these steps in the general case.
The idea is to define high level constructs in programming languages which are related to the PIM.
This will make it easier to transform the PIM into source code, will boost the understandability of
the code, and will make the integration of independent modules possible.

1 Introduction

Consider the following scenario: a software architect, in a software development project which uses
an MDA-based approach, designs an application by modeling a PIM using the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) in conjunction with a domain specific UML profile [Arc01]. In a second step this
PIM is transformed into a PSM and finally into source code, but in general these steps cannot be
performed 100% automatically. Instead the developer has to make several refinements after every
step before the next transformation is possible. Each of those refinements takes the final solution -
the generated source code - further away from the original high level design of the analysis phase.
This leads to the common problem that, reading the source code, it is hard to identify the original
/ intended design, which is important even in an MDA-based approach. Even there a programmer
is very likely to have to program code and therefore has to be able to understand the generated
code quickly [SG00]. Furthermore a distinction between the methods which belong to the technical
infrastructure and those which really model the business functionality is awkward.
The problem can be solved by mapping high level designs to language constructs via extending the
languages with general purpose higher level constructs. ”High level” means beyond objects. However,
it is important to mention that objects are not superseded.
The new concepts concentrate on the representation of the business functionality and the integration
of independently developed modules. By doing this the PIM will have a direct representation in the
language; leveraging the factor of reuseability, understandability, and maintainability of the code.
In the next section we give an example which demonstrates the advantages of such a concept. Related
work is discussed in section three; the paper concludes with a short summary and a brief discussion
of future work.

2 Example

In Figure 1 a PIM is shown for a system which models a small banking application; it should be the
result of the analysis phase. The system has customers, standard bank accounts and custody accounts.
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A custody account always refers to a standard account and has an owner. While a customer does not
necessarily have to have an account, an account cannot exist without a customer. Furthermore the
account and the custody account both have a unique key.

Figure 1: Example PIM

All these can easily be seen from the UML diagram but after the final transformation into source
code these information will be hard to recover. If for example the target platform is J2EE (EJBs)
and it is required to access the Account referenced by a Customer or CustodyAccount then the result
would probably look like as shown in Listing 1.

Listing 1: EJB

1 Context initialContext = new InitialContext ();
2 AccountHome accountHome =
3 (CartHome)javax.rmi.PortableRemoteObject.narrow(
4 initialContext.lookup(” j ava : comp/ env / e j b / account ”),
5 AccountHome. c l a s s
6 );
7 Account account = accountHome.create (...);
8 // accountHome . f indByPrimaryKey ( . . . ) ;
9 account.withdraw (...);

The biggest problem with this code is that it is hard to understand. Further on, the information
which classes ”reference” Account is not available at a single place in the code.

A better representation of the PIM should separate the intermodule relations (associations, ag-
gregations, compositions) from the module itself; the term module is used because a module can
be realized by multiple classes. Furthermore, we have to distinguish between explicit, expressed in
the UML diagram, and implicit relations. Implicit relations like the one between Customer and its
Address are not regarded, because they are considered to be relations of which the programmer wants
to take care of himself. The source code for the inter-module relations is shown in Listing 2.

Listing 2: Representation of Associations at the source code level

1 component BankApplication{
2 Customer linkedto CustodyAccount name custodyAccount [+];
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3 Customer linkedto Account name accounts [*];
4 CustodyAccount linkedto Account name account;
5 CustodyAccount linkedto Customer name owner;
6 Account linkedto Customer name customers [1 ,*];
7 }

The source code directly represents all explicit relations and their multiplicities found in the UML
diagram. The names of the links are taken from the UML diagram (e.g. ”owner”) or are automat-
ically generated depending on the multiplicity, if no association name is specified. They are later
used within the implementation classes to model the relations. Line four specifies a simple, direct
connection from a CustodyAccount to an Account named account. The third and sixth line together
define an undirected link between Account and Customer, explicitly stating that an Account ([1, ∗])
can have one or more Customers and that a Customer ([∗]) has zero or more Accounts. Now a single
source of information about all explicit references is available.

In Listing 3 the code for the module CustodyAccount is shown.

Listing 3: Source Code for a PIM Module

1 module CustodyAccount of BankApplication {
2 Security [] securities;
3 key i n t no;
4

5 vo id buySecurity(Security security );
6 vo id sellSecurity(Security security );
7 }

The module (line 1) is part of the BankApplication component (Listing 2) and does not contain any
inter-module communication related code. Instead it declares variables (lines 2 & 3) and business
methods (lines 5 & 6). A module can be seen as an elaborated version of an interface definition where
the declaration of methods and variables is possible and which is always part of a component. Thus
the association definitions of the component can be seen from within the module and can be used in
the realization / implementation of the same; it is the definition of business data and functionality.
The module definition together with the definition of the relations represent the UML diagram at the
language level.

The implementation of a module is provided by one or more classes. In this case CustodyAccountImpl
realizes the entire functionality of the CustodyAccount module and can use the definitions available
in the module (Listing 3) and above (Listing 2).

Listing 4: Source Code of the Implementation

1 c l a s s CustodyAccountImpl rea l i z e s CustodyAccount {
2 pub l i c vo id buySecurity(Security security ) {
3 double quote = Ex.getInstance (). getQuote(security ); // Singleton-Pattern
4 i f ( account.balance >= quote ) {
5 Ex.buy(security ); // Ex = Exchange
6 securities[secNOs ++] = security;
7 account.withdraw(quote );
8 } }
9 ...

10 }

In the first line CustodyAccountImpl defines that it is a realization of the CustodyAccount module
and thus is a part of the BankApplication making it possible to access the related Account via
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account and the Customer ”object” via customer. For example, in the fourth line the current
balance of the account is accessed by account.balance and in the seventh line a method is called
via account.withdraw(quote) as ”usually” - hiding the fact that the variable (account) may not
be directly accessable and may require a lookup (as in Listing 1) through a naming system. This
is possible based on the clear representation of the business functionality and data in the modules.
The compiler is now able to generate the code to access the variables and methods on its own -
possibly supporting several target platforms. The code seen in listings 2-4 is now easier to understand
leveraging the reuseability and possible deployability. Compared to the code generated by current
tools via UML/XML transformations (which looks similar to the one shown in listing 1) the proposed
solution leads to significant improvements in terms of code readability.

3 Related Work

It is widely recognized, that the concepts offered by OOP technologies are not sufficient for large scale
programming and quite a few of the suggested solutions define some kind of module or component
as a new structuring construct.[PS96, cSC00, Zen02, BW00, ACN02, MO02, ML98, MSL01] However
all these approaches lack the explicit support for code generation by high level design tools. As a
matter of fact more and more code is automatically generated based on UML diagrams in any soft-
ware project. For this generated code it is important that it is well formed and easy to understand
otherwise it is not possible to debug, maintain, and extend it.
Jiazzi [MFH01], taken as an example of a component-oriented language which allows to define com-
ponents and typed connections between them, fails in two areas. 1) Component definition and linking
is not an inherent part of the core language making it impossible to take advantage of the definitions
while programming the core classes. 2) No distinction between business and technical functionality is
provided, so it is not possible to program for multiple platforms.
Units [FF98b, FF98a] also supports modules with separate linking, but a link is always a 1:1 link
between two units and it is not possible to model general multiplicities which are found in UML
diagrams.

4 Summary and Future Work

In the paper we have shown that a more direct representation of the PIM at the language level, es-
pecially the modeling of the inter-module associations, is a worthy extension for every programming
language used in an MDA-based development project. However, it is still an open question which
other concepts found in UML, or UML profiles which exist to handle domain specific particularities,
should be considered. For UML profiles it is obvious that not all features can be integrated into a
programming language, but where to draw the broder?

Aside from discussing the influence of MDA (UML) on the design of new language concepts the
question arises which other areas should have an effect on the design of new language constructs (Figure
2). Without narrowing the design space for high level language concepts too much, the cornerstones
for new ideas can be marked out with the following questions:

• Which modeling concepts available in UML are currently not adequately represented by pro-
gramming languages? How could the transformed code be more expressive?

• Which features found at the object-level are required on a higher level (inheritance, visibility,...)?
Which features have to be extended (default datatypes, datatype specifications,...)?

• Are features (persistence, life-cycle management,...), found in application servers / containers,
worth to be represented by programming language facilities?
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Figure 2: Design Space for new Language Constructs

• Could / should patterns have an impact on the design of higher level language concepts? Do
patterns expose weaknesses in programming languages which can be solved?

In the future an in-depth survey of all four areas has to be done to answer the question what is missing
and what is really needed in programming languages.
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